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Introduction: 

As APPA UN representatives, we were given the honor of attending the 
Intergenerational Dialogues on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The event, which 
was co-hosted by the United Nations Department of Public Information (DPI) and Non-
Governmental Organizations (NGOs)/DPI Executive Committee, was held at the United 
Nations Headquarters in New York City on August 1st, 2017. The event’s main aim was to raise 
awareness of the importance of effective intergenerational cooperation in implementing the 
SDGs.  

H.E. Mr. Peter Thompson speaks 
about the positive influence 
intergenerational cooperation and 
dialogue will have in creating a 
safer world 

Opening Plenary Session: 

The conference opened with a welcoming session, which included delivered 
addresses that introduced the general goal of this event: to highlight the substantial value 
that both youth and older individuals contribute in implementing the SDGs. The first speaker, 
Maher Nasser, the Acting Under-Secretary-General for Global Communications, discussed the 
benefits of encouraging dialogue between younger persons and the aging population. 
“Once you set a goal, you have to put all your effort into achieving it. By working together, we 
can definitely do that, whether we are young or old,” said Nasser. Another welcoming speaker 
named Bruce Knotts, the Chair of the NGO/DPI Executive Committee, stressed how age 
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discrimination is a prevalent problem in the world today. He discussed that we must learn to 
cross these generational boundaries by overlooking these conventional stereotypes and 
learning from others. In the United Nations Remarks, H.E. Mr. Peter Thompson, who is the 
President of the 71st session of the UN General Assembly, explained how reaching the 2030 
agenda for the SDGs would significantly improve our futures, especially in terms of climate 
change. Moreover, the Secretary-General of the United Nations, António Guterres, made a 
presence in the form of a video recording and expressed the dire need to reform the status 
quo, but how these changes must be established effectively so they will be able to endure for 
generations. This was followed by a government remark, and then several civil society 
remarks, before the close of the opening session. 

APPA UN interns Youngok 
Kim and Sangjin Lee (left to right) 
each compile a list of notes while 
listening to the addresses during 

the conference 

Closing Plenary Session: 

Following the morning session, guests were welcome to participate in six dialogues, 
all of which focused on a specific goal from the SDGs and featured qualified speakers, such 
as United Nations stakeholders and members of civil society. Following the dialogues, the 
attendees gathered for the afternoon session of the conference. As for the government 
remarks, H.E. Mr. Hahn Choong-Hee, the Deputy Permanent Representative of the Republic of 
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Korea to the UN, explained how there is an inherent intergenerational nature in the SDGs, and 
stressed how we must address the main issues of participation, protection, and 
empowerment. The Deputy Permanent Representative of Bahrain to the UN, H.E. Mrs. Hayfa 
Matar, spoke of how today’s issues are those that relate to the people of all ages; thus, we 
need to work together for inclusive solutions that respect our rights and aspirations. During 
the civil society remarks, Sandra Timmerman, the Representative of the International 
Federation of Ageing, gave a very engaging address on how age discrimination applies to 
people of ages, but emphasized her hope that younger people will be able to discover that 
many passionate and engaged elderly individuals exist. Lastly, Ahmed Badr, the founder of 
Narratio, mentioned how he created a platform that invites peaceful and interactive 
conversations, and that is open to all generations. Following these addresses, there was a call 
for commitments and brief closing remarks. 

APPA UN intern Becky Han and H.E. 
Mr. Hahn Choong-Hee (left to right) 
take a photo together following a 
dialogue on breaking the 
intergenerational cycle of poverty. 

Ocean Peoples Exhibition: 

The Okeanos Foundation’s “Ocean Peoples” is a summer-long exhibit held at the 
United Nations Visitors Lobby in New York City. The exhibit was launched at the UN Oceans 
Conference, and it showcases a variety of posters and photos that illustrate the lives of those 
living in and relying directly on the Pacific Ocean as a source of security, including islanders 
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and voyagers. The aim of the exhibit is to effectively portray why it is important to support 
fossil fuel-free sea transportation in the Pacific Ocean. This message is addressed via the 
exhibit’s depictions of traditional, but creative and innovative, Pacific canoes and other 
sustainable modern technologies. APPA UN interns Selim Koo and Dayoung Lee walked 
through the exhibit and stated that they gained a lot of newfound knowledge during this 
time. “Through my experience observing the exhibition at the United Nations, I was inspired 
to possibly become a part of a global organization like the UN in the future in order to help 
those who are struggling across the world,” said Selim Koo, a rising freshman at Segyo Middle 
School. The exhibit was both moving and very informative, and it taught the observers to act 
as educated citizens and stand for the protection of our precious Pacific Ocean. 

 

APPA UN intern Selim Koo 
and Dayoung Lee pose for a quick 
photo while observing the “Ocean 

Peoples” exhibition, which is located 
at the UN Visitors Lobby 
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Internship Experience: 

Our time as interns for APPA definitely helped us gain an improved understanding of 
the SDGs and the ways in which we can help minimize the scale of the problems themselves. 
The internship experience gave us a distinct perspective on how the UN reacts to global 
obstacles, as well as how many individuals may have varying viewpoints on the way to 
achieve things but ultimately have similar goals. “It was a great pleasure to go to one of the 
chambers of the UN Headquarters and hear various opinions and perspectives from different 
people. I learned that it is crucial that young generations and old generations collaborate to 
achieve sustainable development,” said Haeun Hong, who is in her fourth year at Korea 
University. In addition, Becky Han, a rising junior at Paul D. Schreiber High School, describes 
the internship, “The time I spent completing this internship was truly meaningful for me. It 
gave me a unique outlook on how to tackle major problems of the world, particularly those 
that the SDGs focus on.” Sangjin Lee, a rising senior at the Christian School of York, states, 
“My experience at the Intergenerational Dialogues on the SDGs was very interesting. I 
especially enjoyed learning that both the young and old have to combine their efforts to 
make a better future.” "Thanks to this internship, I got to learn a lot about the UN specifically 
and I am very grateful for that. Also, as a result, I was able to gain a newfound interest in the 
UN," said Dayoung Lee, who is in grade seven at Pyeongtaek Girls' Middle School. Not only 
did the experience teach us about current obstacles, but it also gave us important insight into 
how the UN takes action in response to difficulties that impact humanity. “To be truthful, I had 
not really thought about the impact cooperating across the generations would have on 
establishing the SDGs. However, through this conference, I was able to discover a new 
approach to how we could solve the problems of the world. This was also a time for me to 

realize how the various NGOs 
work towards a common 
conclusion,” said Youngok Kim, a 
student at Handong International 
Law School. All in all, the entire 
internship experience was a 
particularly motivating and 
informative one for us as youth. 

APPA UN intern Haeun Hong enjoys 
the learning experience at the 
Intergenerational Dialogues on the 
SDGs 
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Conclusion: 

The UN’s decision to adopt the SDGs sheds light on the value that we must not leave 
anyone behind. As Jayathma Wickramanayake, the Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth, firmly 
asserted in her address during the Opening Plenary Session, “Generations do not operate as 
binary. We cannot speak of just the older and younger generation, older versus younger. 
Different generations bring different skills to the table.” By attending the Intergenerational 
Dialogues on the SDGs, we were all able to learn about the importance of proper 
cooperation between the younger and older generations in bringing about meaningful 
reform. For the future, the APPA UN interns all realized that we should earnestly try to enact 
change, even if it is just in small steps. By starting off with something as simple as using 
reusable bottles rather than plastic cups, and then accelerating into participating in 
something of a larger scale, such as publicly raising our voices on the urgent need for action, 
we will be able to make a change in our world. APPA is an organization that focuses on 
educating future leaders, and, through this experience, we were all able to learn how to build 
a more peaceful and inclusive community. 

Edited by  

Sang Jin Choi, APPA UN Representative and Becky Han, APPA UN NGO Intern
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